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the third of the four movies that made up the fourth entry in the series, the fourth revolution comes
hot on the heels of the first two movies (see resident evil: extinction and resident evil: apocalypse).

the plot revolves around the fbi discovering a new bio-weapon called the "residue," a deadly airborne
pathogen that has spread out to nearly every continent on earth. everyone with a connection to the
fbi or military, or anyone who flies, is now considered a potential threat and as a result, classified as
being infected and needing to be quarantined. this new ability would present the newest challenge

to the group of civilians who have been targeted and are trying to get home, and the new
government agency is scrambling to find a cure, which means that the four main characters (leon,
claire, ada, and chris) have a new enemy to take out. the most horrifically unique thing about the

film is how it plays with the movie-going experience. resident evil: retribution very aptly takes place
in the theater. for whatever reason, the game is completely unable to animate most of the

characters on the left and right of the screen and it frequently cuts out the action scenes. the best
way i can describe it is if you were watching it with the sound turned off. everything looks normal at
first, but soon it begins to glitch out and everything starts looking really weird. it made me want to

scream "shut up and let me watch the damn movie!" during the loudest action scenes. it also
appears to have a constant background theme of elevator music like alias, which is kind of
obnoxious. if you found the latter half of the game enjoyable, you definitely won't like this.
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leon finds the laboratory that had been housing the virus. after defeating a few ganados, leon
escapes the lab and finds luis fighting the ganados. luis manages to escape, but the ganados follow
leon into the mansion. leon uses the syringe on his hand, and the ganados retreat. leon meets up

with ashley, who has injected herself with the plaga. leon and ashley reach the bedroom, where they
meet up with luis. together, they discover a large sculpture of the president, and find a plaque
stating that the president has been in the lab for over 200 years. leon stabs the plaque with a

syringe and kills the president. deep down is the first and so far only single-player downloadable
content for the resident evil series. it follows the events of resident evil 4, when the umbrella

corporation and the mysterious deep down organization took over raccoon city, forcing the player
character, leon kennedy, to seek revenge. deep down is a rather interesting side-scrolling survival

horror game, where you explore the facility's underground areas to find and clear enemies. it
borrows heavily from resident evil 4 in the sense that a lot of the gameplay is centered around using

the environment to your advantage, and then having to deal with the enemy. it can be a little
frustrating, but ultimately rewarding. that said, many of the enemies are extremely difficult to kill,

often requiring you to use weapons to destroy them instead. thankfully, these weapons are plentiful
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in abundance. resident evil 5 is one of the most highly anticipated games of the generation. resident
evil has gone from a series that was often criticized for its lack of a single player campaign to one
that is incredibly popular. the newest installment is no different, and it is a must play for any fan of

the series. its a third-person survival horror game with a heavy emphasis on melee combat. not only
does it feature a lot of slow-paced, survival horror elements, but it also has some new mechanics like

a more realistic health system, a day/night cycle, and a slightly different take on the resident evil
formula. all of these things combine to make the game a lot more satisfying than its predecessors.

and, of course, it has the iconic survival horror visuals of the series. overall, it is an amazing
experience. 5ec8ef588b
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